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Abstract 
Neuromodulatory systems and prefrontal cortex are involved in a number of decision-making contexts.  
In this work, we adapt a recent neural network model that simulates interactions between 
neuromodulatory and prefrontal areas to the problem of prognostic foraging—that is choosing 
information to update or form a hypothesis.  In the context of a simulated geospatial intelligence task, 
the model assesses a number of decision variables and strategies to choose actions that maximize 
information utility to more accurately predict the actions of an adversary.  The model is also capable 
of modeling biases in decision making such as deviations from the optimal solution of maximizing 
information gain.  Comparisons to other approaches and problem domains in information foraging are 
also discussed. 
 
Keywords: neuromodulators, prefrontal cortex, prognostic foraging 
1 Introduction 
Gathering information about the environment in order to gain reward and adapt is a fundamental 
problem that most organisms face.  All manner of animals seek information to maximize the utility 
they extract from their environment.  Aardvarks, for example, use their tongues to probe anthills for 
food; zebras scan their surroundings for lions to avoid being eaten; corvids manipulate objects to 
develop new tools.  From an evolutionary perspective, an agent’s fitness is improved to the extent that 
it can predict and control the environment in order to solve the problems it faces, and we should 
expect adaptive systems to evolve to maximize gains of valuable information per unit cost of sensing 
or behaving (Resnikoff, 1989, p.97).  Pirolli (2007) developed Information Foraging Theory to 
provide a foundation for modeling how humans interact with a variety of information technologies 
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(for instance, the Web), based on the assumption that human interactions with information systems 
will tend to maximize the utility of knowledge gained relative to the cost of interaction. 
In this work, we study a relatively simple problem of prognostic foraging—that is choosing 
information displays in an interactive geospatial visualization in order to update or form a hypothesis 
about potential attacks form an adversary.  We adapt a neural network model for this task that relies on 
simulated interactions between neuromodulatory and prefrontal areas (Chelian, Oros, Zaldivar, 
Krichmar & Bhattacharyya, 2012).  Using an n-arm bandit-like task, Chelian et al. were able to create 
adaptive neural agents that modulated their aggressiveness appropriately in response to the harshness 
of their environments.  However, the number of decision variables and actions used in their work was 
limited.  In addition, counterfactual learning—a technique known to improve reinforcement learning 
(e.g., Lee, Seo & Jung, 2012)—was not considered.  The novel network addresses these limitations 
and shifts its choices to maximize its extraction of information from its environment.  The model is 
also designed to model human biases in prognostic information foraging behavior. 
2 Materials and Methods 
We summarize the task here but full details can be found in the MITRE Technical Report (in 
progress).  In the setting of a geospatial intelligence task, simulated agents tried to defend against 
potential attacks from an opponent.  First agents were given three intelligence layers, or INTs, about 
the likelihood of attack at two different locations.  These INTs are referred to as OSINT, IMINT, and 
HUMINT; they reveal the Proximity (P), Utility (U), and Capability (C) of the opponent to attack in 
that order.  (For proximity, attacks are more likely with shorter travel distances; for utility and 
capability, attack likelihood is proportional to U and C in that order.)  The probability of the opponent 
attacking using these intelligence layers is referred to as Ppc.  After estimating Ppc, agents selected an 
another INT to further predict where an attack is likely.  The opponent can attack at most at one 
location.  The last INT, referred to as SIGINT for SIGnals INTelligence, can only be chosen at one 
location.  If SIGINT detects chatter on a communication line, then an attack is more likely; however if 
SIGINT returns silence, an attack is less likely.  Using a blending mechanism (Lebiere, 1999), agents 
applied SIGINT to Ppc to create the final estimate of an attack referred to as Pa.  SIGINT values of 
chatter blend Ppc values with 0.6 on the selected location while SIGINT values of silence blend Ppc 
values with 0.4.  (These values are derived from the user’s GUI.)  Blending is not the rational 
probability update but an approximation of average human behavior when combing two sources of 
information.  Given Pa, agents then decided to defend or not at each location.  If an agent defends and 
the opponent attacks, the winner is chosen probabilistically by P and given U points; other scenarios 
(e.g., an agent does not defend and the opponent does not attack) have negligible payoffs.  Ppc and Pa 
were real numbers in the unit ([0, 1]) interval; U can be 2, 3, 4, or 5. 
From an information gain perspective, the optimal strategy is to always pick the location with the 
highest Ppc regardless of the value of SIGINT.  Table 1 gives examples of SIGINT updates with 
blending.  KL divergence is used to measure the information utility of a choice. (KL divergence is 
often used in Bayesian statistics to measure the information gain between prior and posterior 
distributions; in this case, these distribuations are Ppc and Pa respectively.)  The most information is 
gained when SIGINT confirms that an attack is more likely on the location with the highest Ppc (-
0.0022 bits in row 1).  Somewhat less information is gained when SIGINT disconfirms that an attack 
is less likely on the first location (-0.0106 in row 2) and even less information is gained when SIGINT 
is chosen for second location regardless of the value of SIGINT (-0.0703 bits in row 3 and -0.0220 bits 
in row 4).  Averaging over the possible values of SIGINT reveals that  the most information is gained 
by selecting SIGINT on the location with the highest Ppc value (i.e., location 1) regardless of the 
value of SIGINT.  In the examples of Table 1, the average information gained in rows 1 and 2 is -
0.0064 bits while it is -0.0461 bits in rows 3 and 4. 
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3 Theory/calculation 
3.1 Neural agent 
Chelian et al. (2012) described a neural network that uses neurally plausible temporal difference 
dynamics to perform a resource allocation task.  To adapt that network to the problem at hand, the 
Input, Action, and Neuromodulatory areas are updated.  In the Input area, there are two decision 
variables upon which the SIGINT location selection can be made, Ppc and U.  The Input area of 
Figure 1 shows the four possible orderings of Ppc and U values: Ppc1≥Ppc2 with U1≥U2 then with 
U2>U1 and Ppc1<Ppc2 with U1≥U2 then with U2>U1 in quadrants I to IV in that order (subscripts refer 
to the two separate locations).  The rational decision is to always pick the location with the highest Ppc 
value but some humans may use U to make the decision.  E.g., perhaps a human would choose to 
reveal SIGINT on a location with higher U value because he does not want to lose points there even 
though its Ppc value is lower. 
In the Action area, there are four strategies that are listed in Table 2: 1.) “Highest Ppc” picks the 
location with the highest Ppc, 2.) “Lowest Ppc” picks the location with the lowest Ppc, 3.) “Highest 
U” picks the location with the highest U, and 4.) “Lowest U” picks the location with the lowest U. 
The first and third strategies represent actions to maximize information utility and minimize points 
lost respectively (rows 1 and 3).  The second and fourth strategies are irrational but represent strategies 
a novice player might try (rows 2 and 4).  Each strategy has complementary representations in 
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC); OFC represents the reward of an 
Row Ppc 
values 
SIGINT 
location 
selection 
SIGINT 
value 
Pa values with 
SIGINT updates 
using blending 
followed by 
normalization 
KL divergence 
signed by 
information gain 
(bits) 
Average KL 
divergence 
across SIGINT 
values (bits) 
1 
[.8 .2] 
1st location Chatter [(.8+.6)/2 .2]=[.7 .2] 
then 
[.7/.9 .2/.9]=[.78 .22] 
-0.0022 
-0.0064 2 Silence [(.8+.4)/2 .2]=[.6 .2] 
then 
[.6/.8 .2/.8]=[.75 .25] 
-0.0106 
3 2nd location Chatter [.8 (.2+.6)/2]=[.8 .4] 
then 
[.8/1.2 .4/1.2]=[.67 .33] 
-0.0703 
-0.0461 4 Silence [.8 (.2+.4)/2]=[.8 .3] 
then 
[.8/1.1 .3/1.1]=[.73 .27] 
-0.0220 
Table 1: Example of SIGINT updates and KL divergence calculation. 
Row Strategy Description Notes 
1 Highest 
Ppc 
Pick the location with the highest 
Ppc 
Maximizes information gain 
2 Lowest Ppc Pick the location with the lowest Ppc A novice player might try this irrational 
strategy 
3 Highest U Pick the location with the highest U Minimizes points lost 
4 Lowest U Pick the location with the lowest U A novice player might try this irrational 
strategy 
Table 2: List of strategies available to the neural agent along with further descriptions. 
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action while ACC represents the cost of an action.  These representations compete and the most active 
strategy is selected in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC).  There, a motor schema selects a 
location based on the strategy and Ppc and U values.  For example, with the Ppc values of 0.8 and 0.2 
in Table 1, the Highest Ppc strategy would select SIGINT to be revealed on location 1 while the  
Lowest Ppc strategy would select location 2.  If the U values are 2 for location 1 and 3 for location 2, 
the Highest U strategy would select location 2 because U2>U1 while the Lowest U strategy would 
select location 1. 
In the Neuromodulatory area, only Ventral Tegmental Area (VTA) and Raphne Nucleus (RN) 
units are used.  Basal forebrain units as described in the original model of Chelian et al. (2012) are 
used to capture short-term explore-exploit dynamics.  These dynamics are more useful in non-
stationary payoff environments and hence not used in this work.  The VTA unit reflects reward 
prediction errors while the RN unit reflects cost prediction errors.  Reward prediction errors occur 
when the expected reward of an action is different from the actual reward experienced from an action.  
Reward is given by the KL Divergence between the Ppc values before SIGINT is revealed and the Pa 
values after it is revealed (see Table 1 for examples).  Cost is given by 1-reward or 1-KL Divergence 
between Ppc and Pa values.  Here reward and cost are complementary to each other. 
 
In a trial, Ppc and U inputs propagate from the Input to the Action area and a location is selected 
upon which SIGINT will be revealed.  (Ppc values were produced as part of a larger neurocognitive 
model which includes several other brain areas such as temporal and parietal cortices which are 
labeled as TC and PC in that order in Figure 1.)  After an action is selected, the model experiences 
reward proportional to the KL divergence between the Ppc values before revealing SIGINT and the Pa 
values after revealing SIGINT.  KL divergence was also linearly rescaled to the unit interval ([0, 1]) to 
make maximum information gain equal to maximum reward.  If rescaled KL divergence values were 
positive, that action was rewarding and hence reinforced.  Conversely, if rescaled KL divergence 
values were negative, that action was costly and hence de-reinforced.  Through temporal difference 
dynamics, the optimal action—that is, the action that yields the most positive information utility—
given Ppc and U inputs will be chosen.  With a sufficient number of diverse training trials, high 
enough learning rate, initial weights across strategies being roughly uniform, etc., the most optimal 
strategy of picking the location with the highest Ppc should emerge.  However, when these conditions 
are not met, other strategies (e.g., Lowest U) are picked and non-normative human behavior can be 
modeled. 
 
Figure 1: Architecture of the neural model with Input, Action, and Neuromodulatory areas.  One of four 
strategies is chosen given different orderings of Ppc and U to maximize information utility.  A motor schema 
implements the final SIGINT location selection. 
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3.2 Trials, simulated agents, counterfactual learning and scenarios 
A trial consisted of estimating Ppc, choosing a location to reveal SIGINT upon, and updating Ppc 
to Pa using the blending mechanism.  Other decisions such as to defend or not against an attack were 
not modeled by the network described above.  Each simulated agent performed 40 consecutive trials 
and there were 15 simulated agents that started with different random initial weights.   
Furthermore, each agent performed the same set of trials with and without counterfactual learning.  
With counterfactual learning, the agent would pick SIGINT on a location, learn what information 
utility it received and then repeat the learning for that action with the opposite value of SIGINT.  For 
example, using the example in Table 1, if SIGINT was chosen on the first location and SIGINT read 
chatter, the agent would learn that the action yielded an un-rescaled KL divergence value of -0.0022 
bits.  Then it would learn as if SIGINT read silence, yielding an un-rescaled KL divergence value of -
0.0106 bits.  Thus the average un-rescaled utility of picking SIGINT on the first location is -0.0064 
bits (see Table 1).  Without counterfactual learning, however, learning would only occur for the first 
SIGINT value of chatter.  Counterfactual learning should improve performance in action selection by 
better estimating the expected utility of an action over the different values of SIGINT.    
We also created two scenarios.  In the first scenario referred to as SIGINT Accurate, SIGINT 
correctly signified an attack with 80% accuracy.  For example, if SIGINT read chatter on a location, 
then an attack occurred 80% of the time; if SIGINT read silence, then an attack occurred 20% of the 
time.  In the second scenario referred to as SIGINT Inaccurate, SIGINT correctly signified the attacker 
only 20% of the time.  A successful agent should pick SIGINT on the location with the largest Ppc 
regardless of the scenario because of the goal of maximizing information utility. 
4 Results 
In Table 3, we list the average percentage of optimal action and strategy choices across all trials 
and all simulated agents with counterfactual learning off and on and the two different SIGINT 
scenarios.  The optimal action is to pick the location with the highest Ppc.  The strategy that best 
supports this is the first, Highest Ppc.  However, picking the location with the highest Ppc may also be 
randomly chosen by the third or fourth strategies, Highest U and Lowest U respectively.  As an 
example for the Highest U strategy, suppose Ppc1 was 0.8 and Ppc2 was 0.2 and U1 was 3 and U2 was 
2.  Picking Highest U would lead to the same information utility as picking Highest Ppc—both 
strategies would pick location 1.  Only after seeing trials where the ordering of Ppc and U conflict—
e.g., Ppc1=0.8, Ppc2=0.2, U1=2, and U2=3—would the Highest Ppc and Highest U chose different 
locations—location 1 and location 2 respectively—and hence experience different information 
utilities.  Looking at all four results, both average number of optimal action and strategy chosen are 
above chance which are 50% and 25% in that order.  There is little difference in the average number of 
optimal actions or strategies across SIGINT scenarios (row 3, SIGINT Accurate and SIGINT 
Inaccurate columns); both differences are less than 5% and not statistically significant (t-test, p > 
0.05).  This is because in both cases, actions are chosen based on whether they produce information 
utility in transforming Ppc’s to Pa’s, not on the accuracy of SIGINT in predicting an attack.  There is 
also a small improvement in optimal action (≈5%) and strategies (≈6%) chosen with counterfactual 
learning on with respect to counterfactual learning off (rows 1 and 2, Average over SIGINT Scenarios 
column).  By averaging the utility of a chosen strategy over possible SIGINT values, counterfactual 
learning is better able to estimate the expected reward and cost of a strategy with the same number of 
trials.  These differences, however, are also not statistically significant (t-test, p > 0.05).  However, 
this analysis averages choices over early and late trials.  In early trials, weights are close to random 
and hence so are choices.  Thus, this averaging equally weighs initial random choices with later more 
principled choices. 
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In Figure 2, we plot the average number of optimal actions across model instances as a function of 
trial number for counterfactual learning off and on and the two different scenarios of SIGINT 
accuracy.  Across all four conditions, the average number of optimal actions is higher in later trials 
than in earlier trials.  This shows that the neural agents are indeed learning how to make better 
prognostic foraging choices. 
To quantify if there was a difference in the performance of neural agents in later trials, after 
overcoming initial random weights, we averaged the number of optimal actions in the last 10 trials as 
shown in Table 4.  With this analysis, there is a 4% difference in the average number of optimal 
actions across SIGINT scenarios (row 3, SIGINT Accurate and SIGINT Inaccurate columns) which is 
not statistically significant (t-test, p > 0.05).  Again, this is because actions are chosen based on 
information utility and not the accuracy of the intelligence layer.  There is, however, an approximately 
10% improvement in optimal action chosen with counterfactual learning on with respect to 
counterfactual learning off (rows 1 and 2, Average over SIGINT Scenarios column), which is 
Row Counterfactual learning \ 
Scenario 
SIGINT 
Accurate 
SIGINT 
Inaccurate 
Average over SIGINT 
Scenarios 
1 Counterfactual learning OFF Action:61.50% 
Strategy: 48.33% 
Action: 66.33% 
Strategy: 53.50% 
Action: 63.92% 
Strategy: 50.91% 
2 Counterfactual learning ON Action: 68.78% 
Strategy: 55.54% 
Action: 70.00% 
Strategy: 58.50% 
Action: 69.39% 
Strategy: 57.02% 
3 Average over Counterfactual 
Learning 
Action: 65.14% 
Strategy: 51.94% 
Action: 68.17% 
Strategy: 56.00% 
 
Table 3: Average percentage of optimal strategy and action choices across all trials, all simulated agents. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2: Average number of optimal actions across model instances for each trial.  The first row is 
counterfactual learning off in the (a) SIGINT Accurate and (b) SIGINT Inaccurate scenarios.  The second row 
is counterfactual learning on in the (c) SIGINT Accurate and (d) SIGINT Inaccurate scenarios.  The dotted red 
line in each plot represents chance performance (50% correct). 
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statistically significant (t-test, p < 0.05).  This result shows that counterfactual learning helps improve 
performance by averaging the value of a strategy over possible SIGINT values. 
 
5 Discussion and Conclusion 
With a relatively simple task and temporal difference dynamics, the current work is capable of 
modeling possible biases in human decision making for information foraging.  In addition, with 
respect to the original work of Chelian et al. (2012), a larger set of actions and counterfactual learning 
was demonstrated.  Neural agents were able to learn the task and counterfactual learning improved 
performance by estimating the value of a strategy over possible outcomes. 
Although weights were randomly chosen, the work of Goldfarb, Chelian, Cohen & Bhattacharyya 
(2013) demonstrated that through varying initial biases across strategies, different learning rates, and 
an asymmetry between losses and gains, other biases such as persistence of discredited evidence or 
loss aversion can be modeled with the neural network of Chelian et al. (2012).  For the current 
information foraging task, the first bias would refer to the desire to continue choosing a strategy (e.g., 
pick the location with highest U) even though it is suboptimal with regards to an information theoretic 
perspective.  The second bias would reflect the desire to quickly shift strategies after experiencing 
loss—i.e., flattening between Ppc and Pa values or a large un-rescaled negative KL divergence 
value—with an initial strategy choice. 
The work of Lebiere et al. (2013) considered a slightly more complicated information foraging 
task also motivated by a geospatial intelligence task.  There certain INTs were more appropriate to use 
in certain situations than other INTs to predict between four possible attack outcomes.  An ACT-R 
model used blending over previous model choices using a confirmation bias distance to select 
subsequent actions.  Blending refers to use of episodic memory while this work refers to temporal 
difference dynamics, which is related to procedural memory.  While these types of memory are known 
to be functionally and anatomically different (e.g., Schmitzer-Torbert, 2007), it would be interesting to 
study how these memory systems complement each other as a function of individual differences, 
different tasks and early versus late task performance.  More realistic scenarios for information 
foraging with greater amounts of semantic richness have also been modeled.  For instance, SNIF-ACT 
(Fu & Pirolli, 2007) modeled data collected from people navigating page to page on the World Wide 
Web as they solved specific information tasks.  These information foraging choices were driven by the 
assessment of information scent, cues from the user interface that are probabilistically predictive of the 
utility of information that will be gained by making a particular choice. 
A number of extensions to the current work are possible such as modeling the reliability of a 
source of information.  For this task, that would refer to the use or disuse of SIGINT.  It could be that 
after several trials where SIGINT does not accurately predict an attack as in the SIGINT Inaccurate 
scenario, subjects may begin to down weight the importance SIGINT.  They still may choose SIGINT 
on the location with the highest Ppc but then update their Pa values to a lesser degree.  Smaller 
updates in Pa values would, in turn, slow learning in prognostic foraging because information utilities 
would be also be smaller. 
Row Counterfactual learning \ 
Scenario 
SIGINT 
Accurate 
SIGINT 
Inaccurate 
Average over SIGINT 
Scenarios 
1 Counterfactual learning OFF Action: 57.33% Action: 65.33% Action: 61.33% 
2 Counterfactual learning ON Action: 72.14% Action: 72.14% Action: 72.14% 
3 Average over Counterfactual 
Learning 
Action: 64.74% Action: 68.74%  
Table 4: Average percentage of optimal action choices across all simulated agents in last 10 trials. 
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